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QUESTION 1

A nonprofit wants a report of all memberships that will expire in exactly 30 days. How should a consultant filter a report
on Membership End Date? 

A. Membership End Date is equal to NEXT 30 DAYS. 

B. Membership End Date is equal to or less than NEXT 30 DAYS. 

C. Membership End Date is equal to or greater than NEXT 30 DAYS. 

D. Membership End Date equals NEXT 30 DAYS and does not equal NEXT 29 DAYS. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A data administrator at a small nonprofit has 3 profile that allows them to Read, Create, Edit, and Delete on all objects.
The staff member receives an error when attempting to merge three duplicate contacts. What should the consultant
recommend to resolve this issue? 

A. Tell the staff member to select only two instead of three contacts when using Contact Merge. 

B. Make the staff member a system admin. 

C. Create a Permission Set with Modify All on Contacts and Accounts and assign it to the staff member. 

D. Tell the staff member to merge Contacts from the View Duplicates component. 

Correct Answer: C 

https://powerofus.force.com/s/article/NPSP-Merging-Contacts 

 

QUESTION 3

A family foundation wants to use Salesforce to track its funding of dozens of projects using a Campaign for each project.
The foundation has a goal of funds to disperse, and it is important that the foundation can track year over year goals for
each project. What should a consultant recommend for the foundation to track progress? 

A. Create a custom object for year and a custom object for project to track. 

B. Create a Campaign hierarchy for project and year. 

C. Create reports with bucketing and filters. 

D. Create a process that populates custom fields for each year and project on Opportunities. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

A consultant is training a system admin to prepare for a new release of a particular open source Nonprofit Cloud
product. Where are two places the system admin should look for release notes on the product? Choose 2 answers 

A. The Nonprofit Hub group in the Trailblazer Community. 

B. The Salesforce Trust website. 

C. The product\\'s GitHub repository release page. 

D. The Nonprofit Cloud release announcement group in the Trailblazer Community. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A nonprofit organization has a large volume of donation and payment data that it wants to migrate to its NPSP org.
Which two large volume data considerations should the consultant discuss with the nonprofit organization? Choose 2
answers 

A. Data storage limits 

B. Data skew 

C. Code coverage 

D. API call limits 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 6

How often are updates to the NPSP pushed to production orgs? 

A. Three times per year 

B. Four times per year 

C. Once every two weeks 

D. Once every month 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

During requirements gathering with a nonprofit, the consultant discovers that the customer only works with individual
contributors and volunteers (not companies or organizations). The consultant considers using Person Accounts with
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NPSP so that the customer can track its individual\\'s as accounts. What is the best practice regarding Person
Accounts? 

A. Person Accounts should be tested in NPSP, and can be turned off if it does not work as intended 

B. Ensure the Person Account record type is selected as the Household record type in NPSP Settings 

C. Ensure that the Person Account record type is set as the default record type for the profile of the user who is
converting the lead if the customer is planning to do lead conversion 

D. Person Accounts were not designed to work with NPSP, and is not supported for use with NPSP 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

A nonprofit has hired a consultant to help implement a Salesforce marketing automation solution. Which question should
a consultant ask the nonprofit first? 

A. How is marketing data maintained and is it currently clean and accurate? 

B. Will departments be sharing the same marketing data? 

C. What are the overall marketing objectives and strategy? 

D. How much visibility does the nonprofit need into the lifecycle of its marketing leads? 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

The development director wants all users to only see Engagement Plans on Opportunity records for donations with an
Amount greater than 10,000. How should this be accomplished? 

A. Add the Related List - Single Lightning component to the Opportunity Lightning page. Add a component visibility filter
to display the Engagement Wan when the Opportunity Amount field is greater than 10,000. 

B. Create a tab and associate the Engagement Plan object to the tab. Add the Related List - Single Lightning
component and set it to Engagement Plans. Give read access for the Engagement Plan object to all profiles. 

C. Create a custom Lightning component that displays all Engagement Plans. Add the component to the Opportunity
Lightning Page. Assign the Lightning Page as the Org Default and Activate it. 

D. Add the Related Lists component to the Opportunity Lightning page. Set the component visibility filter to ensure the
Opportunity Amount field is greater than 10,000. Assign the page to the development director\\'s profile. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 10
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A nonprofit sends direct mail appeals via a third-party mail house. The nonprofit pulls a report from NPSP to send to the
mail house with address information for each constituent who should receive an appeal. Some constituents prefer to
receive mail at an address other than their primary household address. 

How should a consultant access a list of those who do not reside at their household mailing address? 

A. Create a custom report type for Addresses and a filter for Address Override = True. 

B. Create a Contacts and Accounts report and add a filter for Address Override = True. 

C. Create a Contacts and Accounts report and add a filter for Primary Address Type - Other. 

D. Create a Campaign and run the Household Mailing List report. 

Correct Answer: B 

https://powerofus.force.com/s/article/NPSP-Override-the-Default-Address-for-a-Contact 

 

QUESTION 11

A nonprofit wants to run an enrollment report for its education classes. Which Program Management Module object
should the consultant use to build the report? 

A. Service Delivery 

B. Program Engagement 

C. Program Cohort 

D. Service 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

A nonprofit organization wants a report that compares giving at a consistent point in time from year to year. 

Now should the consultant set this up? 

A. Create a matrix report bucketing the dates you wish to compare. 

B. Create a joined report showing the two years side by side. 

C. Run the NPSP Account SYBUNT and Contact SYBUNT reports. 

D. Set up a Reporting Snapshot on Opportunities. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 13

A nonprofit has high staff turnover in several key roles that use Salesforce. The nonprofit needs to improve training and
adoption of Salesforce to maximize the value of its investment. Which two standard Salesforce tools can quickly help
new staff use Salesforce with only a Sales or Service Cloud license? Choose 2 answers 

A. Einstein Bots 

B. In-App Guidance 

C. Path 

D. myTrailhead 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

 

QUESTION 14

A nonprofit organization is interested in a CRM that manages its constituents and has an integrated email marketing tool
with built-in scoring and engagement tracking. 

Which solution should the consultant recommend? 

A. NPSP and Community Cloud 

B. NPSP and Social Studio 

C. NPSP and Marketing Cloud 

D. NPSP and Pardot 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

A nonprofit organization is using NPSP to manage its contacts and their families. What should the consultant
recommend about adding other common connections such as siblings and deceased and divorced spouses? 

A. Add them as Relationship entries manually 

B. Add them as Relationship record types 

C. Add them as Affiliation entries manually 

D. Add them as Affiliation record types 

Correct Answer: A 
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